The Kaluza·Klein vacuum with a supersymmetric extra space is investigated in relation with the Planck mass problem of the particles embedded in such a spacetime. For this purpose, we introduce two kinds of supersymmetric extra spaces: a fiat superspace of one-dimensional Poincare supersymmetry and a supersymmetric sphere. Then it is shown that scalar particles embedded in the vacuum with those extra spaces really contain massless excited states of the internal symmetry other than the ground state. § 1. Introduction
The Kaluza-Klein theory is known to be an interesting approach to the unification of forces including the gravity based on a higher-dimensional spacetime geometry.l) The particles embedded in such a spacetime acquire internal quantum numbers by exciting degrees of freedom in the extra-dimensional space; there arises, simultaneously, the mass structure of the particles associated with the group structure of the extra-dimensional space.
However, since the natural scale of the extra dimension is the order of Planck's length, the charge excited scalar particles possess mass levels of the Planck mass scale. 2 ) This probiem is more serious for spinning particles, to which Lichnerowicz's theorem 3 ) asserts that the (mass)2 operator coming from the extra dimension contains the scalar curvature term ( ~ (Planck length) -2) in that space, even for ground state particles. The very small scale in the extra dimension is also known to reflect on the presence of a huge cosmological constant in the reduced four-dimensional spacetime. In order to overcome such a Planck mass problem, several attempts have been made. 4 ) The purpose of this paper is to present simp~e models of the Kaluza-Klein vacuum which allow massless charged particles, by introducing a supersymmetric structure to the extra-dimensional space. In the reduced four-dimensional spacetime, this type of the Kaluza-Klein theory gives rise to the gauge theory of an internal supersymmetry, which was developed by Ne'eman, Fairlie, Dondi-Jarvis, J. G. Taylor and by the others 5 ) to get the Weinberg angle Ow theoretically by extending the electroweak theory. The gauge theory of an internal supersymmetry has peculiar difficulties such as the appearance of fields with wrong spin-statistics. 6 ) In this paper, however, we do not touch these problems and confine our attention to get massless (and spinless for the sake of simplicity) charged particles in a Kaluza-Klein vacuum.
In the next section, we discuss a supersymmetric extension of the extra space of the fifth dimension in the five-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory. We there show that the extended higher-dimensional vacuum really allows massless charged states. In § 3, a supersymmetric extension of 5 N is discussed as a possible extra space which can realize a non-Abelian gauge symmetry. From the examples of this type of the Kaluza-Klein vacuum, it is confirmed that massless charged particles appear depending on the choice of the representation of the internal symmetry.
Section 4 is devoted to a summary and discussion. A short comment is also given on the gauge field structure of the Kaluza-Klein theory with a supersymmetric extra space. Finally, in Appendices A and B, some technical problems on the eigenstates of the Casimir invariant and the geometry in a supermanifold are respectively discussed. § 2. Scalar particle in M4 X (flat extra superspace)
We here investigate the higher-dimensional spacetime, in which the local coordinates of geometrical points can be represented as (A=5, 6, 7) where 8 and 8* are the Grassmann variables, complex conjugates to each other, and the fifth dimension is the bosonic extra space satisfying the requirement of periodicity ( 10 ~ Planck length) (2· 2) We. also assume that the vacuum metric has the form
The metric (2·4) is essentially the same as the one introduced by Arnowitt and Nath in the early stage of the theory of supergravity;7) that is, Eqs. (2·1) ~ (2·4) present a supersymmetric extension of the original five-dimensional ,Kaluza-Klein vacuum.
N ow we can set up the action of spinless, massless particles embedded in the vacuum in the following form: where [, } stands for an anticommutator between two Grassmann variables and a commutator otherwise.
Varying the action with respect to e, we have
where the contravariant components of §)JJ are given by To these states, it is not difficult to verify that 
where I"'>i is the states having 8i and 8;*, (i=I, 2) as its Grassmann variable arguments and the 0 -function of Grassmann variables is defined by 0 (81 * -82 *, 81 -82) = (81 * -82 *) (81 -82). Equation (2 ·17) suggests that the adjoint states of lo±, n>, (n =1= 0), 11 ±, n>, and 10, 0> should be defined respectively as ±n<O±, nl, ±<1±, nl and <018*8 under the unitary definition of the inner product:
(jd8d8*= a~ a~* )
One can see that the complete basis necessarily contains the exceptional state IG, 0> =8*810> which does not belong to the eigenstates of M2, though it satisfies (M2)2IG, 0>=0. We finally note that some degeneracy of the eigenvalues of M2 can be removed by the condition QI"'>=O or Q*I"'>=O, since we have and Q*lo-, n>= Q*ll+, n>=O. The internal space discussed in the previous section is limited to that of U(I) symmetry and we shall here discuss another type of extra superspaces, which can represent non-Abelian gauge symmetries.
For In terms of stereographic coordinates, the metric tensor on SNIM is given by (3· 4) from which one can find easily that Since the xA's are independent variables, we can define the action of spinless, massless particles embedded in M4XSNIM in the same form as Eq. (2·5) with the metric (3·5).
Then the mass square operator again has the form M2 = g(O)AB PBP A . Now, in order to solve the eigenvalue problem of M2, we first rewrite the mass square operator by using the generators of OsP(N + 1/ M), which can be represented as
when (yI) are independent variables. In practice, however, yN+I is a dependent variable and it is necessary to understand
on the right-hand side of Eq. (3·6). One can verify that in consideration of ()yN+!j()yI = -yljyN+!, U*N + 1) the algebra satisfied by LIJ is not changed by the condition (3·7).
The Killing vector fields EIJA on SNIM, then, can be defined by
From the definition of EI/, it is not difficult to verify that Here, the substitution PA = -ioj ox A has been made in the block form (EIJ A PA) so as to guarantee the hermitisity of M2. Secondly, to find the eigenvalues of the second order Casimir invariant, we note the following relation, which can be verified by the straightforward calculation:
where the dot stands for the contraction of vectors in N + M + I-dimensional superspace The eigenvector of mass square operator has the form IS, 5')=(y-n1)S X (y -m1) s', to which the following holds: In a manner similar to the previous case, the eigenvectors of the mass square operator are characterized by (5=5+5') (3 '18) Since, in this case, -iL,2 is the generator of rotation around the third axis represented in 52, 5 runs over 0, 1, ... , so that the states 11,0> and 10, 1> become massless states other than the ground state 10,0>.
In general, from Eq. 
. Summary and discussion
The results obtained in § § 2 and 3 are summarized as follows: First in § 2, we have discussed a higher-dimensional vacuum having an Arnowitt-Nath type of supersymmetric extra space; that is, the flat superspace in one-dimensional Poincare supersymmetry. The particles embedded in such a vacuum are able to get U (1) charge quantum number by exciting the bosonic extra space. Those charged states are associated with supersymmetric partners, while the ground state is a triplet in that symmetry. Especially, the first excited charged states form a massIes multiplet as can be expected.
Secondly in § 3, we hav,e discussed a higher-dimensional vacuum having the supersym- The examples in § §2 and 3 say that the appearance of fermionic partners of excited states is characteristic of the Kaluza-Klein theory with a supersymmetric extra space; those fermionic states may be ghosts, since they are obtained from bosonic states by . changing the statistics without changing the external spin.
In this paper, we have confined our attention to the Planck mass problem of the particles embedded in a higher-dimensional vacuum. We shall, h~re, comment shortly on the gauge fields and the cosmological constant coming from the curved structure in such a higher-dimensional spacetime.
As in the usual Kaluza-Klein theory, the dimensional reduction of the 4+ N + M- dimensional Riemannian space gives rise to the metric of 4-dimensional gravity, gauge fields and scalar fields. In addition, the scalar curvature in such a higher-dimensional spacetime can be decomposed into three blocks: scalar curvature R4 in the 4-dimensional spacetime, the kinetic term of gauge fields and the scalar curvature of the extra space Rex, (Appendix B). Then it is shown that i) the gauge fields and scalar fields are associated with their fermionic partners and ii) the tangent space metric, the Killing metric of the gauge group, is not positive definite in general: For example, for SU(2/ 1) symmetry, the kinetic energy of the gauge fields becomes where {FpIP, Fp)8)} are the gauge fields of "isospin" triplet and that of "hypercharge", while FplI(a), (a=4, ···,7) are their fermionic partners. i) and ii) are just the difficulties pointed out by Ecclestone in the context of gauge theories of the internal supersymmetry. On the other hand, the scalar curvature Rex can be shown to be proportional to (N -M) in the vacuum, so that the cosmological constant coming from the extra dimension vanishes in the balanced case (N = M).
Therefore, we can conclude that the Kaluza-Klein theory with a supersymmetric extra space really presents a simultaneous possible solution to the Planck mass problem and the large cosmological· constant, though it still contains several difficulties to be solved.
In order to get a more realistic result, it is also necessary to investigate the case of spinning particles. This will be done in a future paper. One can also verify that
and that Hi(Ha) commutes with (y. ma) «y. ni)). This implies that the exponents of 
where (H J=(Hi , Ha) and (nJ=(ni, ma) . When (N+1) is an odd number, Eq. (A·8)
further contains the following: 
ni-L-nk{(Y-nl)S,,-(y-ml)S'", }=O (and ni-L-eN+! {(y-nl)S'-'(Y-ml)S'", }=O for odd
so that (y-nl)s,-,(y-ml)S'.--has the meaning of the state of a highest weight.
Appendix B
We here discuss the dimensional reduction of a higher-dimensional Riemanian superspace, in which points are labelled by super coordinates {ZA}= {xl', x a }, (ZAZB = (-I)ABz Bz A) and the metric is defined so that the line element
is left invariant under the coordinate transformation (B-2) where aB is the left derivative with respect to ZB. Equation (B -1) says that the rules for raising and lowering vector indices should be defined by' (B-3) where {jAB(=(_I)AB{jBA) is the inverse of {JAB. In order to formulate the dimensional reduction successfully, let us introduce the vielbein EA(B) and its inverse E(A)B, (E}B)E(B)C=8A C ), which are related to the metric by (B-4) where TJAB is the tangent-space metric having the same Grassmann parity as gAB under the interchange of indices. In terms of (inverse) vielbein, the parallel displacement is defined by (B-5) where In terms of connection forms, one can define the curvature form:
ldzCdzDR (B)_(,,/,,+/,,2) (B)_ E N(dT-r 2 ) ME (B)
2
from which we can find 
RAB(C}D) = OAWB(C)(D)-(-l)ABoBwA(c}D) + (-l)A(B+c+N)wB(c}N)wA(N)(D)-( -l)B(c+N)wA(C)(N)wB(N)(D) .
(B·9)
The scalar curvature constructed out of the metric gAB, then, can be defined by with the constraint of vanishing torsion form:
One can see that Eq. (B·ll) is equivalent to Here, E(p{(x) is the (inverse) vierbein of the usual gravity and V{a/ (y) is the (inverse) vielbein in the extra superspace. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case such that V{a/ is a function of y only; that is, the case of absent scalar fields.
W(A)(B)(C)-(-l)ABw(B)(A/ C )= [E(A), E(B)}NEN(C)
The extra superspace is assumed to be i) a group parameter space of a Lie supergroup G or ii) a homogeneous space G/ H, where H is a subgroup of G such as dim G-dimH 
